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There has been growing interest over the past few decades on
the health benefits associated with Tai Chi. This is evidenced by
the astonishing number of studies and randomized control trials
that have been done to study the potential benefits of Tai Chi.

When practiced regularly, Tai Chi can improve both lower and
upper body strength as well as core muscles of the lower back
and abdomen.   It has also been shown to boost upper and lower
body flexibility as well.

One of the most important recognized benefits is balance and
fall-reduction. Balance is a learned and practiced complex skill
which many people lose over time due to one or more of the
following: physical inactivity, loss of strength and flexibility, visual
degeneration or vestibular (inner ear) degeneration.

The way Tai Chi is practiced with slow complex movements -
some combining a head turn with specific visual focus -
addresses different aspects of balance by improving one’s ability
to anticipate postural adjustments as well as maintain equilibrium
through proprioception. Proprioception is the sense that sends
info to one’s brain about body position and allows one to engage
the appropriate muscles and joints to stay balanced.

The bent knee posture of Tai Chi movements also greatly
strengthens leg, hip and ankle muscles as well as connective
tissues important for balance.

Tai Chi leads the list of effective fall prevention programs
advocated by the United States National Center for Disease
Control and Prevention. Tai Chi has been shown to reduce falls
by up to 50% in practitioners who practice 2-3 times per week.



We all know that a serious fall can be the negative turning point in
the life of an older person so cutting that risk in half is a significant
benefit.

Tai Chi is known as a moving meditation and evidence has shown
that Tai Chi seems to have mental health benefits such as
alleviating anxiety and depression as well as improving one’s
overall sense of well-being.

Tai Chi has also been shown to increase cognitive function,
memory, verbal fluency and mental speed in older adults.  Studies
have shown this is especially evident in people aged 60-70.

Some studies have shown fair to good evidence that Tai Chi can
provide some health benefits to people suffering from chronic pain
or diseases such as cancer, COPD, heart failure, heart disease,
diabetes, arthritis, fibromyalgia and many others. For example,
studies have shown improved lung function in people with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disorder and an increase in exercise
capacity and quality of life in people suffering from heart failure.

In summary, it appears that we should all continue to practice Tai
Chi if we want to stay upright, happy and stave off cognitive
decline.

If you would like to delve further into this topic there is a health
benefits link in the Yang Family Tai Chi website. This link displays
a long list of benefits.

https://yangfamilytaichi.com/tai-chi-chuan-benefits/

Click on a benefit and you will find a short summary of what
studies have shown so far, along with a list of scientific studies
associated with it.  There is enough reference material to keep
you reading for many months or cure insomnia.




